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THE LOGIC OF PROBABILISTIC KNOWLEDGE

PATRICIA RICH

Abstrat. Sarah Moss' thesis that we have probabilisti knowledge is from

some perspetives unsurprising and from other perspetives hard to make sense

of. The thesis is potentially transformative, but not yet elaborated in su�-

ient detail for epistemologists. This paper interprets Mossean probabilisti

knowledge in a suitably-modi�ed Kripke framework, thus �lling in key details.

It argues that probabilisti knowledge looks natural and plausible when so

interpreted, and shows how the most pressing hallenges to the thesis an be

overome. Most importantly, probabilisti knowledge an satisfy fativity in

the framework, though we are not fored to aept a spei� aount of prob-

abilisti �fats.� The framework also re�ets Moss' laim that old-fashioned

propositional knowledge is just a limiting ase of probabilisti knowledge, and

all knowledge is fundamentally probabilisti. Finally, Moss endorses a failure

of ontraposition: for example, p implies probably p, but not probably p does

not imply not p. The framework makes lear the sense in whih the valid

inferenes regarding probably p are as Moss laims.

1. The Potential of Probabilisti Knowledge

1.1. Overview. Sarah Moss provides an extensive argument for the thesis that we

have probabilisti knowledge in her reent book of that title [2017℄. Aording to

Moss, I an have suh varied knowledge as the following: This oin is .5 likely to

ome up heads. There is a .8 hane of rain tomorrow. My loal sports team most

likely won their game yesterday. If my friend alls tonight, she will almost surely

all between 7 and 10 PM. My o-worker Jones probably smokes, and if Jones

smokes then Smith probably does too.

These examples are roughly organized from less to more ontroversial. That

most (atual) oins are approximately fair is taken to be a fat. Our redene in

a rainy day tomorrow omes from the testimony of weather experts, who transmit

their knowledge to the publi. Whether our team lost their game is now settled,

but perhaps the latest evidene I have is the betting odds right before the game

started. I ould potentially appeal to historial frequenies to explain why I think

my friend would only all during ertain hours, but the strength of this explanation

will depend on how muh frequeny data I have and how pertinent it is to this

partiular friend. We an suppose that I ould also say something to justify my
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laims about the smoking habits of Jones and Smith, who work on a di�erent

orridor. But an I have knowledge in all of these examples? What would ground

that knowledge?

Moss' thesis has the potential to radially transform epistemology and areas

drawing on it, espeially as it follows the emergene of so-alled �knowledge �rst�

epistemology, whih onsiders knowledge the most basi and important onept for

epistemologists. Of ourse, the thesis of probabilisti knowledge will only have this

transformative e�et if we ultimately aept it; the proposal is new and the jury

is still out. The biggest obstale is that knowledge implies truth, but for many

it is unlear how the full range of Mossean probabilisti knowledge ould be non-

trivially true (see e.g. Easwaran's review [2018℄). The aim of this paper is to �ll

in more of the details of probabilisti knowledge, so that we an better evaluate

its plausibility. My strategy is to interpret Mossean probabilisti knowledge in a

suitably-modi�ed Kripke framework, and I will argue that probabilisti knowledge

looks natural and is perfetly defensible when so interpreted.

To be lear, the fous is on the high-level, abstrat struture of Mossean prob-

abilisti knowledge, and not on her analysis of partiular English sentenes. I am

espeially onerned with those details that matter for epistemologists, sine Moss

fouses heavily on philosophy of language. Whether knowledge is (or an be) fun-

damentally probabilisti is espeially important for knowledge-�rsters, and these

positions would be espeially ompelling together. The remainder of this setion

elaborates on the onnetion, by way of motivation.

In Setion 2, I explain why this paper is needed�why more work must be done

before we aept Moss' thesis. While some kinds of probabilisti knowledge might be

relatively unontroversial, suh as my knowledge that a oin is about equally likely

to ome up Heads or Tails, Mossean probabilisti knowledge extends muh further

to ases with no lear probabilisti �fat� to ground knowledge attributions. This

broad sope gives rise to the most ritial hallenge faing probabilisti knowledge,

whih is that knowledge is fative, but it's hard to see how to give truth onditions

for the full range of our probabilisti beliefs.

In Setion 3, I interpret probabilisti knowledge in a Kripke framework by re-

plaing the usual aessibility relation between possible worlds with a relation that

assoiates eah possible world with the probability spaes that the agent onsiders

possible at that world. I show that various important features of Mossean proba-

bilisti knowledge naturally fall out of this framework. I provide de�nitions linking

probabilisti with ordinary Kripke semantis, and show (in Theorem 1) that the

familiar propositional validities�inluding the onditions for propositional knowl-

edge�are speial ases of the probabilisti validities that I provide. Theorem 2

shows that not only is probabilisti knowledge possible, but that agents always

know something, where this something is typially probabilisti. Theorem 3 makes

lear why the valid inferenes regarding probably p are not those we would expet

from lassial logi.

Finally, I argue (in Setion 4) that this semantis provides a reasonable interpre-

tation of probabilisti knowledge and that, furthermore, hallenges to probabilisti

knowledge an be satisfyingly addressed using this interpretation. In short, we an

make sense of probabilisti knowledge. Kripke models are also onvenient beause

they are easy to extend and are well-suited to appliations, for example studying
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knowledge-based deisions. I end by desribing the next steps in developing and

applying the logi of probabilisti knowledge.

1.2. Probabilisti Knowledge First. The knowledge �rst approah originates

with Timothy Williamson, who defends and develops it in Knowledge and its Limits

[2000℄ (see MGlynn [2014℄ for a ritial disussion of the key laims often endorsed

by knowledge-�rsters). The starting point of knowledge-�rst epistemology is that

knowledge is unanalyzable, more fundamental than belief, and more important

than belief. Knowledge therefore plays a truly entral role, in ontrast to familiar

epistemologial pitures that fous on belief. Within formal epistemology, logiians

tend to work with knowledge, but otherwise the fous is on redenes (i.e. degrees

of belief).

There are two main lines of argument supporting the primay of knowledge. First

is the negative line: the post-Gettier projet of �nding neessary and su�ient

onditions for knowledge has been a failure [Williamson, 2000, 31℄. Analyses of

knowledge are usually rejeted beause of ounterexamples in whih there is a

strong, shared intuition that knowledge is absent although the proposed onditions

are met; the very fat that we have suh lear intuitions and are able to easily

identify ases of knowledge and non-knowledge shows that we need not analyze

knowledge in order to understand and use the onept. Rather, we an �put our

grip of the distintion between knowledge and ignorane to work� [MGlynn, 2014,

ix℄.

The positive line of argument does exatly this: an alternative epistemology is

desribed in whih knowledge is the �unexplained explainer� [Williamson, 2000, 10℄.

Belief is explained in terms of knowledge: beliefs aim at knowledge, and a belief

whih is not knowledge is a belief gone wrong (ompare to the laims that beliefs

aim at truth or justi�ation). Justi�ation is explained in terms of knowledge:

knowledge is what provides justi�ation. One's stok of evidene is the same as

one's knowledge, aording to Williamson. Assertions are explained in terms of

knowledge: an agent should assert that p only if the agent knows that p. Ation

is similarly explained; it is permissible to at on the basis that p only if one knows

that p. So, for knowledge-�rsters, knowledge sets the normative standard for belief,

assertion, and ation [Hawthorne and Stanley, 2008℄ [see also Smithies, 2012℄. The

simpliity and unity of the view is one of its hief selling points.

Knowledge is ommonly understood to require ertainty in an important sense,

that all inompatible possibilities have been ruled out. For those interested in

deision-making, the biggest objetion to knowledge-�rst epistemology is that the

knowledge norm of ation appears inompatible with our familiar pratie�formalized

in standard deision theory�of de�ning rational ations for unertain agents [Mueller

and Ross, 2017℄. At least on a strong reading of the knowledge norm, one's deisions

should be based entirely on what one knows, and the oherene of knowledge �rst

is better preserved by suh a reading. (A weak reading, in ontrast, would say that

one's knowledge only informs or onstrains one's hoies, at whih point standard

deision-theoreti norms might kik in. This ompliates the normative piture.)

Unertainty pervades our lives, and we simply do not think that rationality re-

quires us to stand still and wait for all relevant unertainty to disappear before

we make hoies. Knowledge-�rsters must therefore say more about unertainty,

ideally reoniling ation under unertainty with a strong knowledge norm for a-

tion. For pratial purposes, it would be best if we ould take some variant of
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deision theory at fae value. Whether rational redenes must be grounded in

propositional knowledge [Hawthorne and Stanley, 2008℄, orrespond to epistemi

probabilities [Williamson, 2000℄, et. are important foundational questions, but

the advantage of mathematial deision theory is that it allows us to use redenes

as onvenient summaries of agents' epistemi states, from whih we an more easily

determine whih ations are rational (e.g. by alulating expeted utilities). The

knowledge-�rster should not give up this advantage without a �ght, and Moss' pro-

posal provides a straightforward way of liening deision-theoreti reasoning via

a strong knowledge norm: so long as one's redenes qualify as knowledge, the in-

juntions of deision theory and the knowledge norm will oinide. It is important

to note that Moss' solution need not be in on�it with other proposals for solving

the problem, either.

We should note that the goal is not just to re-desribe deision theory in knowl-

edge �rst language. The knowledge norm for ation is almost surely striter than

the standards of Expeted Utility Theory, whih permits agents to adopt any o-

herent probability distribution when objetive probabilities are not given. An agent

faing a ompletely new oin of unknown bias is free to at as if the probability of

Heads is .1, for example [Savage, 1954℄. The knowledge norm, in ontrast, would

set a very high standard; it would require that the redenes amount to knowl-

edge. When faing an unknown oin, the agent an arguably only know that the

probability of Heads is between 0 and 1.

In fat, Expeted Utility Theory's extreme permissiveness is often seen as a

weakness; there is an intuition that rational hoie requires a bit more of us than

this, so there is reason to tell a further story about whih redenes are permissible.

From this perspetive, the knowledge norm would atually solve a problem. It

would allow us to spell out more fully what rational deisions under unertainty

involve. It would provide new, independent reasons in favor of partiular additional

requirements, perhaps helping to adjudiate an old and di�ult debate.

1

Muh more needs to be said about what probabilisti knowledge is, its standards,

and how it relates to our more familiar notion of knowledge. The next setion

provides the most important aspets of Moss' explanation (and points to gaps that

remain), while Setion 3 provides my formal interpretation of her view.

2. Challenges for Moss' Aount

2.1. Radial Probabilisti Knowledge. Moss' thesis would be unontroversial if

she advoated a narrow interpretation of probabilisti knowledge, e.g. as knowledge

of objetive hanes or of evidential probabilities. In ontrast, Moss' interpretation

is seemingly all-inlusive. A wide variety of probabilisti beliefs�basially, all kinds,

from beliefs about oins and rain to beliefs about omplex phenomena suh as

limate hange and the eonomy, from beliefs about the present to the future�an

ount as knowledge. The main reason why this radial interpretation is di�ult for

many to aept is that knowledge implies truth, and it is not lear what aount

of probabilisti truth ould aommodate suh a range of beliefs; this hallenge of

fativity is disussed in 2.2.1. First, Moss' onept of probabilisti knowledge needs

to be lari�ed, and its advantages highlighted.

1

Cf. objetive [Williamson, 2010℄ and subjetive [Savage, 1954℄ Bayesianism; a knowledge

norm would seem to support an intermediate position, plausibly invoking impreise probabilities

[Joye, 2010℄.
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I emphasize that I aim only to make the position lear and show it to be plausible,

not to provide a substantial defense; I refer the reader to Moss (espeially [2017,

Ch. 6.1℄) for a detailed explanation of her reasoning (though note that some of

her motivation pertains to her spei� aount of probabilisti beliefs, whih is in

priniple independent of the thesis of probabilisti knowledge [2017, pg. 14℄). Let's

start with what Moss says probabilisti knowledge is not. It is not just knowledge

of objetive hanes; the objetive hane that someone is a smoker is either 0

or 1, but my redenes are intermediate. Similarly, probabilisti knowledge is not

propositional knowledge about probabilities. Moss also denies that it is simply

evidential or epistemi probability, as Williamson might say.

2

The general point is that probabilisti knowledge is too broad to be limited to

one of these narrow ategories. This is a good position as far as it an be sustained,

sine the more varieties of probabilisti beliefs and the more ways we ould justify

or onsider suh beliefs true, the more powerful probabilisti knowledge beomes.

Restritions ould always be added later, for example if it were shown that some

type of probabilisti belief an never qualify as knowledge or that one's evidene

always onstrains one's probabilisti knowledge in some partiular way.

Next, we do not have probabilisti knowledge just trivially, just beause we

an derive probabilisti statements from propositional ones [Moss, 2017, Ch. 1.4℄.

For example, when Moss says that I an know that Jones probably smokes, the

explanation is not (neessarily) that I know that Jones smokes, so I know she

probably does. I an know that something is probably the ase without grounding

my knowledge in the fat that it is the ase.

Finally, probabilisti knowledge is not a seond kind of knowledge; this would

be espeially undesirable for a knowledge-�rster attrated by the simpliity of that

approah. Aording to Moss, all knowledge is fundamentally probabilisti and

familiar propositional knowledge is simply the limiting ase in whih the proposition

reieves probability 1. Moss refers to the limiting ase as �nominally� probabilisti

knowledge, in ontrast to �thoroughly� probabilisti knowledge [2017, Ch. 1.4℄. (I

will often leave these modi�ers impliit.)

The most straightforward explanation of what probabilisti knowledge is makes

use of this explanation of what it isn't. There is just one `knowledge' at the end

of the day, and all kinds of belief�overtly probabilisti or not�ould in priniple

qualify. Probabilisti knowledge an therefore be explained in the same ways that

we would explain traditional propositional knowledge.

First, observe that (setting aside the details of Moss' aount of probabilisti

belief) there is broad onsensus that we have probabilisti beliefs. Epistemologists

disagree about their fundamental nature and how best to represent them. Everyone

will agree, however, that I often believe that one event is more likely than another,

or muh more likely, or extremely unlikely, and so forth.

We understand beliefs to sometimes have ertain good-making features (like

safety or justi�ation) suh that those beliefs amount to knowledge. There seems

to be no reason, in priniple, why our probabilisti beliefs shouldn't be good in just

the same ways propositional ones are, and one this is admitted, no reason to deny

2

This is perhaps the best suggestion, sine these are meant to pik out the probabilities the

agent should have, in an important sense. My own onern with this proposal is that it's not lear

whether unique evidential probabilities exist or an be identi�ed for the full range of real-world

redenes that interest us. Until these evidential probabilities are haraterized more learly, the

proposal does not tell us more than that redenes are knowledge when they are the right ones.
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that the probabilisti beliefs ould ount as knowledge when they are so good. To

illustrate, Moss onsiders several prominent aounts of knowledge, and shows that

their riteria for knowledge an be straightforwardly applied to probabilisti beliefs

[2017, Ch. 5.7℄; probabilisti beliefs an even fail to be knowledge, intuitively, be-

ause they are Gettiered [2013℄. For the knowledge-�rster, the knowledge norm for

belief suggests that probabilisti beliefs should aim at knowledge, or some prob-

abilisti ounterpart. The normative piture is least ompliated when all beliefs

aim at knowledge.

2.2. The Fativity Challenge.

2.2.1. Probability Spaes. The primary interpretational hallenge faing the on-

ept of probabilisti knowledge is fativity. Moss explains her aount in terms

of probability spaes, and we must de�ne these in order to translate fativity into

the probabilisti framework and later show how fativity an be satis�ed in this

framework.

Moss takes probability spaes to be (formally speaking) the ontent of proba-

bilisti knowledge. A probability spae (as desribed in [Moss, 2017, Appendix℄) is

a tuple s = 〈Ωs,Fs, µs〉, suh that:

• Ωs is a set of possible worlds

• Fs is a σ-algebra3 suh that for all ω ∈ Ωs, {ω} ∈ Fs
4

• µs is a probability measure on Fs

Roughly, a probability spae is a probabilty distribution over a given set of possible

worlds.

To take a simple example, suppose that the smoking statuses of Smith and

Jones are the only fats that interest us. Then there are four possible worlds: one

in whih both smoke, one in whih neither smoke, and two more in whih only

Jones or Smith smokes. Suppose that an agent is ompletely sure that Smith does

not smoke, but ompletely unsure whether Jones does. The agent's epistemi state

is represented by a set of probability spaes, with one probability spae for eah

probability distribution (inluding the extreme ones) over the two worlds at whih

Smith does not smoke.

2.2.2. Fativity. Fativity is the least ontroversial property of knowledge, hene

not a property that is easily abandoned in moving to a probabilisti onept. As

Moss emphasizes,

[k℄nowledge is not false. Knowledge is not inonsistent. The in-

tended subjet of this book is a fative attitude, namely the attitude

that is absent in probabilisti analogs of Gettier ases, that ould

be safe or sensitive aording to traditional theories of knowledge,

and so on [2017, pg. 125℄.

Fativity means that an agent an only know some φ when φ is true, or (following

along with Moss' de�ationism about truth) when φ [2017, pg. 125℄. Put simply,

knowledge entails truth. Moss rephrases in terms of probability spaes:

3

A σ-algebra is basially a olletion of sets that inludes the empty set and all omplements,

unions and intersetions of its members.

4

I will sometimes omit the brakets of singleton sets, for neatness.
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The set of probability spaes aording to whih Smith knows that

Jones probably smokes is a subset of the set of probability spaes

aording to whih Jones probably smokes, and that is why the

former entails the latter. The same goes for any subjet S and any

probabilisti ontent p. The probabilisti ontent that S knows p

is a subset of the ontent p itself. At a seond pass, that is what

it means to say that probabilisti knowledge is a fative attitude

Moss [2017, p. 126℄.

On the fae of it, though, a probabilisti φ annot be non-trivially true. Jones

either smokes or she does not; there is no possible world in whih she probably

smokes (again, exept trivially beause she smokes simpliiter). When Jones does

not smoke, she does not probably smoke, and so you annot know that she probably

smokes Moss [2017, p. 127℄.

Moss insists nonetheless that probabilisti φ an be true, as required for prob-

abilisti knowledge. She rejets spei� proposals for truth onditions for proba-

bilisti propositions, for example appealing to the redenes of an ideal agent;

5

she

may be right to do so, sine no partiular proposal is espeially plausible for all

ases. A natural intuition is to look at the nearby possible worlds and take the

probability of some p to be the proportion of nearby worlds in whih this is true,

6

but it is far from lear (espeially one we step beyond toy examples and into the

real world) that we an identify a unique orret set of nearby possible worlds, that

this set would be �nite, that we ould ount the p worlds, and so forth. A kind of

ontextualism about truth onditions is appealing here (in the author's view); the

relevant referene point might be the objetive hanes in one situation, a subjet's

evidential probabilities in another, and so forth.

Moss relies instead on our intuition, espeially about the assertability of proba-

bilisti statements (note again the mutual support between probabilisti knowledge

and knowledge �rst). The linguisti data seem to be on her side, but until a more

spei� aount is provided, epistemologists are likely to remain skeptial.

7

At the

very least, the notion of probabilisti knowledge annot do muh work in episte-

mology until we have a onrete method of determining (and modeling) when an

agent has probabilisti knowledge of some φ, whih requires determining whether

φ. We must say more about what this means. My interpretation in Setion 3 does

this, seeking to provide onreteness to the fativity ondition while leaving room

for the appropriate truth onditions to vary from ase to ase.

3. A Kripke Interpretation

3.1. Motivation. The foregoing makes lear that more of the details of probabilis-

ti knowledge must be spelled out. It has beome standard to represent epistemi

states using possible worlds; as Moss writes, �[a℄ording to the semantis for atti-

tude verbs introdued by Hintikka 1969, `Smith believes that Jones smokes' is true

just in ase Jones smokes in every world ompatible with everything that Smith

5

Personal ommuniation.

6

Thanks to several audiene members for suggesting this.

7

It is true that some of Moss' audiene, partiularly philosophers of language, may not take

truth (in the ordinary sense) to be a requirement of assertion; see e.g. Yalin [2011℄. The goal of

this paper is to expliate probabilisti knowledge for epistemologists, though, and for this audiene

truth is paramount, rivaling knowledge as the standard for belief and so forth.
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believes� [2017, pg. 122℄. More generally, an agent's epistemi state is represented

as the set of possible worlds whih they do not rule out, and (at least in the most

basi models) this epistemi state onstitutes their knowledge so long as they do

not rule out the atual world. (Newer work develops a better way of distinguising

knowledge and belief; see 4.2.) The more possibilities the agent an (orretly) rule

out, the more they know.

In addition to being a useful tool, possible world semantis is both so natural and

so entrenhed that, if probabilisti knowledge ould not be aommodated by our

familiar framework for representing knowledge, we would have to wonder whether it

were really a viable knowledge onept. Providing a Kripke interpretation of proba-

bilisti knowledge therefore has two important purposes: First, it provides a setting

in whih key details an be spelled out, and in whih we an hek that the hal-

lenges outlined in Setion 2 may be overome. Seondly, it assimilates probabilisti

knowledge to our more familiar knowledge onept and failitates investigating and

applying it in the usual way.

There is a plethora of proposed de�nitions of knowledge: internalist and exter-

nalist, modal, ausal, reliabilist, et. It is debated whih, if any, are adequate, and

many of them are hard to formalize. Kripke frameworks, in ontrast, build on a

very basi de�nition of knowledge; the fous is on representing the agent's epistemi

state, and there is often no distintion made between knowledge and true belief. For

the purposes of this paper, I modify suh a framework. The reason is that I fous

on interpreting the �probabilisti� half of probabilisti knowledge, sine this is the

new and unlear half of the thesis. A model of probabilisti knowledge in whih the

�knowledge� half is also satisfyingly interpreted must wait for future work. Fortu-

nately, muh has already been done in modal logi whih will make this later work

easier; there is little danger that it ould not be done. More omplex models�some

motivated by knowledge �rst [Stalnaker, 2006℄�aim at formalizing knowledge in

a way that more losely oinides with its haraterization in epistemology more

broadly.

3.2. The Basi Coneptual Change. The standard Kripke framework does not

allow us to represent Mossean probabilisti knowledge. In this framework, an

agent's knowledge is represented as the set of possible worlds that they do not

rule out. Knowledge is therefore fundamentally propositional. Furthermore, the

fativity of knowledge is aptured by the requirement that the agent onsider the

atual world possible (the (T)ruth axiom). In ontrast, representing thoroughly

probabilisti knowledge requires representing knowledge as something other than

(or in addition to) a set of possible worlds, and de�ning truth as something other

than the obtaining of a formula at a possible world.

Given the prominent role that probability plays in epistemology, game theory,

and omputer siene�all of whih make heavy use of epistemi logi as well�there

of ourse exist many Kripke frameworks that inorporate probabilisti information

in one way or another. The losest the literature omes to representing Mossean

probabilisti knowledge is the line of models stemming from Fagin and Halpern's

work on �reasoning about knowledge and probabilities� [Fagin and Halpern, 1994,

Kooi, 2003, Sak, 2009℄. Probabilisti information is added to the standard Kripke

framework by adding propositions that express the relative probabilities of di�erent

events; the agents an have knowledge of these probabilisti propositions�and

knowledge of other agents' knowledge of them�just as they an have knowledge
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of ordinary propositions. While this work ontains many useful ideas, it does not

apture Mossean probabilisti knowledge.

Spei�ally, there are two key ways in whih Mossean probabilisti knowledge

di�ers from Fagin and Halpern-style probabilisti knowledge. Firstly, their frame-

work assimilates probabilisti knowledge to propositional knowledge; agents have

ordinary propositional knowledge, represented by the sets of possible worlds they

onsider possible, plus extra knowledge of ertain probabilist propositions. In on-

trast, Moss argues that all knowledge is fundamentally probabilisti, and alls for

familiar propositional knowledge to be understood as just a limiting ase. Fagin and

Halpern augment the basi Kripke framework, while a more fundamental hange is

more in the spirit of Moss' thesis, and neessary if we want the nature of knowledge

to be re�eted in its representation.

More importantly, the knowledge onept of interest in Fagin and Halpern's line

of researh is not quite the same onept as that of interest to Moss, and this is

re�eted in their framework. Fagin and Halpern target appliations in omputer

siene and hene use the very strong �S5� de�nition of knowledge; knowledge

orresponds to the information the �agent� (perhaps a protool) has, and so there

is no possibility of false belief. This feature extends to their probabilisti knowledge.

Fativity poses no hallenge beause the truth of the agents' information is not in

question. The situation is quite di�erent in epistemology, where it is ritial that

we an model agents as having false beliefs and subjetive probabilities whih do

not amount to knowledge. Fativity must be interpreted: we need to be able to

represent the truth and falsity of probabilisti φ in the framework, so that whether

an agent knows φ in the framework an depend on whether φ is true.

The task of representing Mossean probabilisti knowledge therefore indiates one

fundamental hange to the underlying Kripke framework. An agent's knowledge is

aptured not by the possible worlds they annot rule out, but by the probability

spaes (over the possible worlds) that they annot rule out. One omponent of

Kripke models is hanged, then: the knowledge relation no longer relates eah

possible world to other possible worlds, but rather it relates eah world to a set of

probability spaes. To aommodate fativity, truth is likewise de�ned with respet

to (sets of) probability spaes rather than (sets of) possible worlds. Apart from

this hange, the semantis funtions largely as usual.

8

3.3. The Basi Kripke Model. A probabilisti Kripke model for the single-agent

ase

9

is a tuple M = (Ω, R, V P ), suh that:

• Ω is a set of possible worlds.

• V P : P → 2Ω is a valuation funtion, assoiating atomi propositions p ∈ P
to sets of worlds.

• Let S(P ) be the set of all probability spaes s suh that Ωs ⊆ Ω. Then

R ⊆ Ω × S(P ) spei�es whih probability spaes the agent does not rule

out at eah world ω.

The �rst two omponents of a model are exatly as with ordinary Kripke models,

ombining to give us familiar possible worlds. The valuation funtion interprets the

primitive possible worlds, saying whih atomi propositions are true at eah world.

8

Sine the fous here is on oneptual issues, an axiomatization is not provided.

9

A model with multiple agents would have additional aessibility relations, one for eah agent.

For a set of agents A, a model is de�ned as M = (Ω, (Ra)a∈A, V
P ).
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In pratie, we will usually want to work with anonial models; this guarantees

that every possible ombination of atomi propositions is assoiated with at least

one world. In what follows, we onsider only anonial models. Then s ∈ S(P ) are
the probability spaes assigning probabilities to the possible worlds in the model.

R is the agent's aessibility relation. At eah possible world, the agent an

�aess� a set of probability spaes. These are essentially the probability distribu-

tions that the agent does not rule out (or �entertains�). Eah of the probability

spaes has as its domain a subset of the full set of possible worlds in the model.

When an agent entertains a probability spae, the agent onsiders that spae's

possible worlds to all be live possibilities. They furthermore entertain the spei�

probability distribution over those worlds.

10 11

We write ωRs when (ω, s) ∈ R.

ω1 p ω2 ¬p

s ∈ J µ(ω1) > .5

Figure 1: The agent is sure that Jones probably smokes

Before proeeding, I illustrate the basi framework with two examples. In the

�rst example, the only fat of interest is whether Jones smokes, and the agent is sure

that she probably does smoke, but has no further information. We might depit this

situation as in Figure 1. Formally, let's de�ne this model as M1 = (Ω1, R1, V
P1),

where Ω1 = {ω1, ω2}, P1 = {p}, and p represents the proposition that Jones smokes.

V P1(p) = {ω1}; i.e. the possible world ω1 is the only one in whih Jones smokes.

R1 enodes the agent's epistemi state. To keep things simple, let's suppose that

they have the same epistemi state in ω1 and ω2, namely being sure that Jones

probably smokes. Following Moss, I interpret the proposition that Jones probably

smokes as meaning that the probability of Jones' smoking is more than .5 [2017,

pg. 43℄. Let J ⊂ S(P ) be the set of probability spaes over Ω1 that assign greater

than .5 probability to ω1 (so µs(ω1) > .5 for s ∈ J). Then for all s ∈ J and

n ∈ {1, 2}, (ωn, s) ∈ R1, and for all s′ /∈ J , (ωn, s
′) /∈ R1. If the agent indeed has

probabilisti knowledge in this ase�a question we annot yet answer�then this

relation enodes the agent's knowledge that Jones probably smokes.

The seond example is slightly more ompliated, but provides a loser look at

the aessibility relation and underlying probability spaes. Imagine that two oins

are �ipped, and what the agent is told about the oins depends on how they land.

Assume that the agent knows that two oins are �ipped and that anything they

are told is true, but otherwise has no prior information. The agent is informed

aording to these rules: If a oin lands Heads, the agent is told that it lands

10

Usually the agent only entertains spaes suh that all worlds in the spae have positive

probability. The requirement that only impossibilities reeive probability 0 is known as regularity.

This priniple is intuitive but problemati in speial types of ases; see Hájek [2012℄.

11

We ould impose basi oherene requirements on the agent. For example, it seems reasonable

to require that, at a partiular possible world, the probability spaes that the agent entertains

have a ommon set of (�live�) possible worlds, those the agent annot rule out. Absent regularity,

this does not unduly restrit the probabilisti ontent of the spaes.
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Heads. If both oins land Tails, the agent is told the exat bias of eah oin. Figure

2 depits the agent's epistemi state after this has ourred (for onreteness, the

�gure assumes oin biases of .2 and .8).

ωhh ωth

s?h ∈ S(P2)

µ(ωtt) = µ(ωht) = 0

ωtt

stt

µ(ωhh) = .16
µ(ωht) = .04
µ(ωth) = .64
µ(ωtt) = .16

ωht

sh? ∈ S(P2)

µ(ωth) = µ(ωtt) = 0

Figure 2: The agent's information depends on two oin �ips

Unlike in the �rst example, the agent's epistemi state is di�erent at eah possible

world. If both oins land Heads, the agent knows this. If both oins land Tails,

the agent knows the exat probability of eah possible world ourring. In both

of these ases, the agent's information is so spei� that they entertain only one

probability spae. If one of the oins has landed Heads, the agent onsiders just

the two possible worlds in whih this is the ase; in one of these worlds the other

oin lands Heads as well, and in the other it lands Tails. The agent entertains all

probability distributions over these worlds.

Formally, we de�ne this seond model as M2 = (Ω2, R2, V
P2) suh that the

naming of the possible worlds intuitvely oinides with how (aording to V P2
) the

oins land there: Ω2 = {ωhh, ωht, ωth, ωtt}. The details of R2 an be read o� the

�gure, where the probability spaes s are named with subsripts re�eting their

ontents.

These examples make lear why the R's relate eah possible world to probability

spaes rather than to more possible worlds, as in the standard Kripke framework.

One might still wonder, however, why the new framework is not symmetri, just

as the old; why not relate probability spaes (rather than worlds) to probability

spaes? This would be formally possible, but oneptually less plausible. The �rst

term of the relation is essentially the loation of the epistemi state piked out by

the set of probability spaes in the seond plae of the relation. Agent's epistemi

states are not fundamentally loated in probability distributions. An agent's epis-

temi state is determined by what atually happens at a world in question; in the

seond example, it is determined by how eah oin atually landed. We may be

espeially interested in the agent's atual epistemi state, and this epistemi state

is determined by what is true at our atual world. It's not lear what it would

mean for an agent's epistemi state to vary with the probability that Jones smokes

or by the bias of the oin, at least when these are not themselves taken to be fats

haraterizing possible worlds. The model therefore takes the more intuitive route

of speifying what the agent would take to be possible, for eah way the world ould

be.
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3.4. Semanti Validities. In the new framework, propositions are (possibly sin-

gleton) subsets of S(P ) rather than of Ω. This di�erene is re�eted in the semanti

validities: truth is now de�ned with respet to suh (probabilisti) propositions.

The impliations of a model M and proposition ψ ⊆ S(P ) are as follows:

• M,ψ � ψ′
i� ψ ⊆ ψ′

• M,ψ � ¬ψ′
i� ψ 6⊆ ψ′

• M,ψ � ψ′ ∧ ψ′′
i� M,ψ � ψ′

and M,ψ � ψ′′

• M,ψ � Kψ′
i� M,ψ � ψ′

and for all s ∈ ψ, for all ω ∈ Ωs, if ωRs
′
then

M, s′ � ψ′12

Furthermore, truth in the model is given by:

• M � ψ i� for all ψ′ ∈ S(P ), M,ψ′
� ψ

Most of these validities are just the probabilisti analogues of the usual ones, but

examples will help to show that they are orret. In general, we want to think

about the validities as saying what (probabilisti) propositions are true given some

(probabilisti) referene point.

The �rst validity says that a proposition validates all weaker propositions, or

those that it entails. Relative to the proposition that the probability of Jones

smoking is .7, it is true that the probability of her smoking is between .6 and .8, it

is true that she probably smokes, and it is true that her probability of smoking is

greater than .1. In ontrast, as the seond validity says, it is not true that Jones has

a .7 probability of smoking relative to the proposition that she probably smokes.

A proposition whih rules out probability distributions inluded in the referene

point must be false; it goes beyond what is warranted.

The third validity says that a onjuntion is valid if and only if its onjunts are.

Let ψ′
be the proposition that the �rst oin lands Tails, and ψ′′

be the proposition

that the seond oin lands Tails. Consider then the referene proposition ψ whih

is the single probability spae aording to whih both oins land Tails. From the

�rst validity, we know that this proposition validates both ψ′
and ψ′′

; eah says

something stritly weaker. As with ordinary propositions, it then validates ψ′∧ψ′′
.

The next validity de�nes the knowledge operator K in two parts. First, there is

a fativity ondition; the agent an only know ψ′
when ψ′

is true (with respet to

the referene proposition). Note that fativity is typially imposed via a onstraint

on the aessibility relation, but here it is built in to the de�nition of the knowledge

operator so that we an model false beliefs and in order to undersore the fat that

we are spei�ally interested in knowledge, rather than belief whih may or may

not be true. Seond, the agent an only know ψ′
when their epistemi state implies

ψ′
. The agent's epistemi state depends on the possible world(s) we onsider, and

when we evaluate the agent's knowledge with respet to a (probabilisti) proposi-

tion, the relevant possible worlds are those inluded in that proposition (usually

those reeiving positive weight, but in speial ases those whih are at least �live�

possibilities; reall 3.3). For the agent to know ψ′
with respet to these worlds

requires that all probability spaes that are onsidered possible at these worlds are

inluded in ψ′
. If, in ontrast, some spae s is aessible from the referene ψ but

12

In the multi-agent ase, there is a knowledge operator Ka for eah agent a, and the relevant

relation is Ra
.
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is not in ψ′
, then the agent annot know ψ′

at ψ, intuitively beause the agent

entertains s whih is inompatible with ψ′
. An example appears below.

13

Lastly, something is true in the model as a whole if it is true everywhere in the

model, as usual. In the probabilisti ase, �everywhere� means at every probability

spae rather than at every world, and the last de�nition re�ets this. Sine S(P )
inludes all probability distributions over all worlds, nothing an be true at all

probability spaes without also being true at all worlds. This de�nition leaves

it open, however, that thoroughly probabilisti propositions ould be true in the

model, given a suitable restrition of S(P ).
To see that knowledge is de�ned properly, take the example of the agent who

is sure that Jones probably smokes (J ), and onsider what is required for this to

be knowledge. The key de�nition is this: M,ψ � KJ i� ψ ⊆ J and for all s ∈ ψ,
ω ∈ Ωs, ωR1s

′
then s′ ∈ J . Note that KJ is not true or false outright, but only

with respet to a referene point ψ. For example, it should be false with respet

to ω2�Jones does not smoke at that world, so the agent annot know that she

probably does�but true with respet to ω1 and all probability spaes aording to

whih Jones probably smokes.

The de�nition gives the right verdit about the agent's knowledge with respet

to ω2, where Jones doesn't smoke. Let s2 ∈ S(P ) be the probability spae suh

that Ωs2 = ω2, i.e. suh that Jones is a non-smoker with probability 1. The �rst

ondition is not satis�ed: M1, s2 6� KJ beause s2 6∈ J . The fativity ondition

similarly fails for all spaes suh that Jones is not likely to smoke. Next onsider

a referene point aording to whih Jones does probably smoke; for example, take

the probability spae s.8 whih assigns exatly .8 probability to Jones' smoking.

M1, s.8 � KJ , sine (1) s.8 ∈ J and (2) for all ωn, if ωnRs
′
then s′ ∈ J . Again, (1)

is the fativity omponent. The epistemi omponent, (2), has us �rst look at the

worlds with positive probability aording to the referene probability spae�both

worlds in the model, in this ase. Then we hek that, at both of these worlds, the

agent doesn't onsider possible any probability spaes ruled out by their (potential)

knowledge J�for, if at some world ω the agent onsiders possible some probability

spae s′, then it annot be the ase that s′ is ruled out by their knowledge. We get

the right verdit again; the agent knows that Jones probably smokes.

It is now easy to see how the new framework permits the fativity ondition

to be satis�ed in a natural way by probabilisti knowledge, and how we get the

orret results regarding whih propositions entail whih others. The referene

points an themselves be probabilisti, otherwise probabilisti propositions ould

not be non-trivially true. This referene-point relativity inherent in the model (and

indeed, inherent in probabilisti knowledge) perhaps requires us to think about

13

Although this paper fouses on �rst-order knowledge, we an onsider how the knowledge

operator should iterate. It looks more ompliated than usual, but we an appeal to the usual

intuitions. Consider when it should be the ase that M,ψ � KKψ′
. The �rst requirement

is fativity, whih in the ase of seond-order knowledge means that there is in fat �rst-order

knowledge: so, M,ψ � Kψ′
, whih we have already interpreted. The seond requirement is that

the epistemi state imply that there is �rst-order knowledge. Again, substitute into the original

de�nition: for all s ∈ ψ, for all ω ∈ Ωs, if ωRs
′
then M,s′ � Kψ′

. Further iterations proeed

in the same way. Essentially, eah additional iteration of knowledge of some ψ′
means taking an

additional step in the probability spaes�looking at the spaes aessible from the live worlds

at the present spae�and heking that the new spae still belongs to ψ′
. While this de�nition

of higher-order knowledge is less obvious than its non-probabilisti ounterpart, it is the most

natural andidate beause it retains the reursive harater of the familiar iteration proedure.
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truth somewhat di�erently from how we think of it in everyday life. Disomfort

with this must be what has driven the septiism regarding Moss' proposal. It

is important to remember, however, that this is a standard feature of all possible

worlds models, not an ad ho solution to the fativity problem. Furthermore,

insofar as people appear to be omfortable with probabilisti knowedge and even

probabilisti truth in ordinary speeh, there is good reason to model and make

sense of this. Muh will depend on the hoie of appropriate referene points, an

issue that I return to in 4.1.

3.5. Elaboration and Results.

3.5.1. Linking Probabilisti and Propositional Knowledge. Aording to Moss, stan-

dard propositions are the limiting ase of probabilisti ones. This should be true

within the new framework. Furthermore, we should be able to refer to and work

with standard propositions easily. The framework so far says nothing about stan-

dard propositions, but they may be introdued in suh a way that they meet these

requirements. First, I propose the following �linking de�nitions� to onnet (thor-

oughly) probabilisti propositions with standard (nominally probabilisti) ones.

De�nition. Take a model M , let ψ, ψ′
, ψ′′, ... ⊆ S(P ), and let ϕ, ϕ′, ... ⊆ Ω.

Then de�ne the symbols =⇒ and ≡ as follows:

• ψ =⇒ ϕ i� for all s ∈ ψ, for all ω ∈ Ωs, ω ∈ ϕ
• Abbreviate V P (p) by p. ψ is only nominally probabilisti when for eah

s ∈ ψ, for all p ∈ P , either {s} =⇒ p or {s} =⇒ ¬p.14

• When {s} is nominally probabilisti, s ≡ ω for the ω suh that Ωs = {ω}.
• ψ ≡ ϕ i� ψ = {s′, s′′, ..., sn} and ϕ = {ω′, ω′′, ..., ωn} suh that s′ ≡ ω′

,

s′′ ≡ ω′′
, et.

• When some ρ ≡ ρ′ for ρ, ρ′ ∈ Ω ∩ S(P ), we an use them interhangeably.

Examples will show that these de�nitions yield the orret orrespondenes between

probabilisti propositions and old-fashioned ones. Consider �rst a probabilisti

ψ = {s, s′, s′′} where s distributes probability evenly between just Smith, just Jones,

and both smoking; s′ distributes probability between just Jones and just Smith

smoking, and s′′ puts all weight on just Smith smoking. Now, ψ =⇒ ϕ, where ϕ
is the old-fashioned proposition that Smith smokes or Jones smokes. Probabilisti

ψ in a sense implies�but is not equivalent to�non-probabilisti ϕ, beause the

agent whose epistemi state is represented by ψ also believes ϕ; the agent does

not onsider it possible that neither o-worker smokes, so they believe that one

or the other does. Assuming that our model is only about this, the spae s′′ is
only nominally probabilisti, beause it says outright that Smith smokes and Jones

doesn't. All probabilities are either 1 or 0. In this ase, s′′ plaes all weight on

some partiular possible world�all it ω′′
�and we express this by s′′ ≡ ω′′

. Sets

of spaes are similarly equivalent to sets of worlds, when eah member spae is

equivalent to a member world.

Using these linking de�nitions, we an derive the standard validities for non-

probabilisti Kripke frameworks. That is, the impliations of M and ω are (1) as

14

On the natural reading of 'nominally probabilisti,' in order to model multi-agent or higher-

order knowledge, we must also hek that eah s plaes weight only on worlds whih agree about

who knows what.
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in non-probabilisti epistemi logi and (2) speial ases of the impliations of M
and ψ. A few abbreviations will be onvenient:

• s−Ken(ω) := {s ∈ S(P )|ωRs}
• ω −Ken(ω) := {ω′|ω′ ∈ Ωs for some s ∈ s−Ken(ω)}

An agent's ken is just the set of possibilities that they onsider at a world, whether

the set of worlds that reeive positive probability (the ω−Ken) or the set of spaes
that are ountenaned (the s−Ken). The kens are read o� R.

Theorem 1. Given a model M and linking de�nitions as desribed above, the

ordinary non-probabilisti validities hold. Notably:

• M,ω � ϕ i� ω ∈ ϕ
• M,ω � ϕ ∧ ϕ′

i� M,ω � ϕ and M,ω � ϕ′

• M,ω � ¬ϕ i� not M,ω � ϕ
• M,ω � Kϕ i� M,ω � ϕ and for all s′ ∈ s −Ken(ω), there is an ω′

suh

that s′ ≡ ω′
and M,ω′

� ϕ

Proof. I give two illustrative ases:

� M,ω � ϕ i� ω ∈ ϕ (note that ϕ = p is just a speial ase). Sine we have

the whole set S(P ), take the s suh that s ≡ ω and the ψ suh that ψ ≡ ϕ. Then
M,ω � ϕ an be re-written as M, s � ψ, whih holds i� s ∈ ψ. But this means the

same as ω ∈ ϕ.
� M,ω � Kϕ i� M,ω � ϕ and for all s′ ∈ s−Ken(ω), there is an ω′

suh that

s′ ≡ ω′
and M,ω′

� ϕ. Again take the s and ψ suh that s ≡ ω and ψ ≡ ϕ. Then
suppose that M,ω � Kϕ, i.e. M, s � Kψ. This holds i� two onditions hold. (1)

M, s � ψ, i.e. M,ω � ϕ. (2) for all s′ suh that ωRs′, s′ ∈ ψ. Given that ψ ≡ ϕ,
this means that if ωRs′, then s′ ≡ ω′

and ω′ ∈ ϕ. But this means that for all

s′ ∈ s−Ken(ω), there is an ω′
suh that s′ ≡ ω′

and M,ω′
� ϕ (by the de�nition

of an s−Ken and the above proof). �

The signi�ane of this theorem is to show that old-fashioned propositions and

knowledge are the limiting ases of probabilisti ones in the framework, just as

Moss insists. Regarding knowledge, the theorem says that propositional (nominally-

probabilisti) knowledge in a model really is a limiting ase of probabilisti knowl-

edge, and not an automati impliation of it. The agent has propositional knowl-

edge with respet to a possible world when they only entertain full worlds (the

limiting ase of probability spaes), and the proposition in question is true at all

these worlds. It is important to observe that propositional knowledge of some ϕ
is therefore only a speial ase of probabilisti knowledge of some ψ suh that

ψ =⇒ ϕ, i.e. where the agent only entertains probability spaes that plae weight

on worlds in ϕ. We an express both types of epistemi states, but it would be mis-

leading to desribe the later as propositional knowledge, as the agent's knowledge

may well be thoroughly probabilisti.

3.5.2. Knowing Something is Probably the Case. The framework has some interest-

ing impliations for when probably p is true or known. For one, sine probably p is

a fairly general proposition, the agent an know this general proposition even when

their more spei� epistemi state would violate fativity and hene not ount as
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knowledge. Seondly, the surfae logi of onditionals involving probably p is not

as one might expet from propositional logi.

15

First, let us introdue an abbreviation into the framework for probably p, for any

p ∈ P . Reall that we use p to abbreviate the set of worlds at whih p is true.

• prob(p) := {s ∈ S(P )|µs(p) > .5}

We an use this abbreviation to illustrate a general point about knowledge in the

framework. Sine all truths are referene-dependent and agents an only have

knowledge whih is in some sense more general than the referene point, whether

the agent has knowledge depends on both the referene point and the proposition

in question.

To show this, let's modify the earlier simple example (see 3.3 and 3.4) in whih

the only primitive fat is whether Jones smokes. Suppose now that the agent has a

very preise belief, namely that Jones is .9 likely to smoke. Suppose, furthermore,

that we take the relevant referene point to be that Jones is .6 likely to smoke,

perhaps beause the available evidene supports exatly this probability.

16

In this example, the agent is in a sense wrong; they take Jones to be muh

more likely to smoke than she atually is. Re�eting this, the agent does not know

that Jones is .9 likely to smoke (sine this is false). The agent does, however, know

that Jones probably smokes: they satisfy both the fativity and belief onditions for

this proposition. We ould onstrut many other examples with the same struture.

The agent would know that Jones was very unlikely to smoke if the agent took it to

be .01 likely and the �true� probability was .03. The agent would know that Jones

was between .4 and .6 likely to smoke if the agent took it to be between .4 and .5

likely and the true probability were between .5 and .6. And so on.

One might wonder whether the agent really has knowledge in these ases. They

are reminisent of Gettier ases, in whih there is often a disonnet between what

makes the proposition true and the reason for the agent's belief. Some Gettier

ases even share the generalization aspet, as when the agent has a true belief in a

disjuntion beause they believe the false disjunt.

I have a few omments in response to this observation. First, it is not lear

that the agent does not have knowledge in ases with the same struture as these

examples. The agent may take Jones' smoking probability to be .9 beause there

is a lot of evidene that Jones does smoke. Given this evidene, it is plausible that

the agent does know that Jones probably smokes, even if they have overvalued the

evidene. Furthermore, it an be true that the agent knows that the probability is

within some range even if it would be a strange fat to fous on; perhaps it obsures

the agent's more spei� belief, the fat that the agent is onfused, et. Finally, the

basi framework does not inlude various onepts suh as justi�ation, reasons,

safety, and so forth whih are often taken to be requirements of knowledge. The

models therefore do not tell us whether the agent has met suh requirements, so

they do not tell us whether the agent is right to believe that Jones is .9 likely to

smoke, either. As explained earlier, development of the framework so that it ould

tell us suh things is left for future work.

15

Thanks to Thomas Kroedel for pressing these issues.

16

Formally, take the modelM ′

1 that is just likeM1 exept that now ω1, ω2Rs.9 where s.9 is the

probability spae suh that µs
.9
(ω1) = .9. Take the referene point s.6 suh that µs

.6
(ω1) = .6.

M ′

1, s.6 6� Ks.9 , but M ′

1, s.6 � Kprob(p), sine M ′

1, s.6 � prob(p) sine s.6 ∈ prob(p), and

s.9 ∈ prob(p).
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In fat, the agent will always know something, even when their spei� epis-

temi state is ompletely wrong (i.e. there is no overlap between the probability

spaes that they onsider possible an the probability spaes inluded in the refer-

ene point). More spei�ally, we an always generalize (i.e. onsider a weakening

of) the agent's epistemi state suh that the agent knows it from a given referene

point:

Theorem 2. Take a model M , any referene point ψ ⊆ S(P ) and any epistemi

state ψ′
(i.e. ψ′ = s −Ken(ω) for some ω ∈ Ω). Then there exists a ψ′′ ⊆ S(P )

suh that M,ψ′
� ψ′′

and M,ψ � Kψ′′
.

Proof. By onstrution. From the de�nition of the knowledge operator, it must be

the ase that ψ ⊆ ψ′′
(fativity), and from the statement of the theorem, it must

be the ase that ψ′ ⊆ ψ′′
(the known proposition generalizes the epistemi state in

question). From the seond part of the de�nition of the knowledge operator, it must

be the ase that for all s ∈ ψ, for every ω ∈ Ωs, if ωRs
′
then s′ ∈ ψ′′

. Let ψ′′′
refer

to the set of all suh s′. Then we an simply hoose ψ′′
suh that ψ′′ = ψ∪ψ′∪ψ′′′

.

By onstrution, this ψ′′
meets the requirements for knowledge by the agent relative

to ψ, and generalizes the more spei� epistemi state ψ′
. Sine eah of ψ, ψ′, and

ψ′′′
is a (not neessarily strit) subset of S(P ), so is ψ′′

. �

As suggested by the proof, in the extreme ase, the proposition that the agent

knows will be trivial, the whole spae of probabilisti propositions. This is similar

to saying that in the ordinary Kripke framework, the agent at minimum knows all

logial truths sine they are true and believed everywhere. The earlier examples,

however, show that there will be many instanes of the theorem in whih the ψ′′

that the agent knows is relevant. We may for example be quite interested in whether

the agent knows that something is probably the ase or unlikely to be the ase. As

always, we annot expet the logi to pik out the interesting truths for us.

The last feature of the framework that I disuss is the fat that we annot

draw inferenes regarding prob(p) as we would in elementary logi�and rightly

so. Let's take as a starting point that p implies prob(p). This is intuitively true,

and true aording to Moss. The ontrapositive, however, is that ¬prob(p) implies

¬p. This follows from our starting point aording to propositional logi, but it is

questionable, and would be false aording to Moss.

17

If something is true, then

it is a fortiori probable, but something an be improbable without being false. If

you sored a goal, then you probably sored a goal, but if it is improbable that

you sored a goal, you may or may not have. We an negate these sentenes

with similar e�et: ¬p implies ¬prob(p), but prob(p) does not imply p [see e.g.

Moss, 2017, 6.3℄. The issue is basially that lassial logi allows us to start with

inferenes from non-probabilisti fats to probabilisti fats, and derive inferenes

from probabilisti fats to non-probabilisti fats. Moss' aount does not allow

this, and ommon sense is on her side.

The intuitive explanation for the failure of ontraposition is that the non-probabilisti

and probabilisti omponents have di�erent impliit referene points. When we say

that p is true or false, the impliit referene point is some possible world or worlds

at whih this fat is settled. We an infer trivial probabilisti fats from this, but

these add no new information and do not shift the referene point. In ontrast,

17

This example is related to the argument put forward by Yalin [2012℄ as a ounterexample

to Modus Tollens.
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when we say that p is probably true or probably false, we are impliitly unertain,

and the impliit referene point is a set of possible worlds, some at whih p is true,
and some at whih it is false. Clearly, we annot infer from this that p is true or

false outright.

Theorem 3. Take a model M . Then the following hold regarding the relationship

between p and prob(p):

• M,p � prob(p)
• M,¬p � ¬prob(p)
• M, prob(p) 6� p
• M,¬prob(p) 6� ¬p

These follow immediately from our de�nitions in this framework: The probability

spaes plaing all (respetively, no) weight on p are a strit subset of those plaing

more than (respetively, at most) half weight on p. This means, of ourse, that

the reverse is not the ase; the set of probability spaes suh that p has more than

(respetively, at most) half the weight are a superset of those aording to whih it

has probability 1 (respetively, 0).

In further defense of Moss (and the new framework), for those who do not appre-

iate the failure of ontraposition, there is a perspetive from whih it is still valid.

We need only �x a possible world as our referene point. From the perspetive

of this world, p and prob(p) are either both true or both false, and similarly for

their negations. This aptures the sense in whih ontraposition should hold; at a

partiular world, logi is lassial.

4. Disussion

4.1. Re-Evaluating Probabilisti Knowledge. The probabilisti Kripke seman-

tis provides an interpretation of Mossean probabilisti knowledge, �lling in key

details so that we may assess Moss' thesis from a more informed position. With

this semantis on the table, we may hek that probabilisti knowledge satis�es our

desiderata and that the most serious initial hallenges may be overome.

Firstly, knowledge is fundamentally probabilisti, sine the epistemi relation

relates possible worlds diretly to probability spaes. Familiar propositional knowl-

edge is a limiting ase, and (in agreement with this) it funtions in the usual way

(Theorem 2). This is important beause probabilisti knowledge would be muh less

attrative if it required us to ompliate our piture with two types of knowledge.

Seondly, the probabilisti Kripke framework allows a suitable fativity ondition

to be preisely de�ned. Formally speaking, fativity has a lear interpretation: an

agent an only know some ψ relative to a referene point that implies ψ; in other

words, if we aept some probabilisti proposition, the framework allows that this

proposition and weakenings of it may be known, while stronger or inompatible

propositions may not be known (beause they aren't true relative to our referene

point). In making truth a relative matter, probabilisti Kripke semantis is no

di�erent from ordinary Kripke semantis.

The formal framework does not answer the question of whih referene points

are the �right� ones, but this is as it should be, sine this is a philosophial�and

perhaps ontextual�rather than a formal question. Sine the framework plaes no

restritions on the referene points (other than that they are sets of probability

spaes ranging over the worlds in the model), we an hoose referene points based
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on di�erent riteria for di�erent purposes. (This does not prelude that a future

argument would show only a restrited lass of referene points to be aeptable.)

Furthermore, there are many quite plausible andidates for relevant referene

points whih ould validate thoroughly probabilisti knowledge. In some ases�as

with the oin �ip example�there are objetive probabilities available whih ought

be knowable by agents if anything an be. In other ases, an agent's evidene gives

rise to evidential or epistemi probabilities whih would then be a salient referene

point; we should interpret T. Williamson in this way. For an objetive Bayesian

like J. Williamson, the unique rational redenes would provide a natural referene

point [2010℄. Although these proposals are oneptually di�erent, they will selet

the same referene points in a wide range of ases. This suggests that there is

something right about the referene points they pik out, suh that it would be

reasonable for them to serve as truth.

Importantly, Kripke semantis are often used to model multi-agent situations

in whih the agents' knowledge interats, and suh situations open up many more

interesting possibilities for referene points. A very natural thought is that, given

a group of agents with individual knowledge, the knowledge distributed among the

agents (i.e. the strongest probabilisti proposition entailed by the sum of their

individual information) is the appropriate referene point. This referene point

strikes a good balane between having a laim to truthfulness (provided that the

agents' information is in some sense truthful) and not being too demanding to

permit thoroughly probabilisti knowledge. At the same time, it does not trivialize

fativity by making an agent's knowledge relative to just their own beliefs.

4.2. Further development. An important virtue of the Kripke framework is that

it provides a base whih is easily extended and modi�ed to inorporate additional

onepts of interest (suh as justi�ation, evidene, rationality, ommon knowl-

edge, and so forth). Although the probabilisti variant presented here is di�erent

from the standard framework in a fundamental way, relevant existing extensions of

the standard framework may be translated into the present framework. Similarly,

Kripke frameworks are ommonly used for studying rational deision making, es-

peially in interative senarios suh as games (see Ditmarsh et al. [2015℄ for a

reent introdution). Again, there is no obstale to translating the de�nitions and

solution onepts typially employed into the probabilisti framework.

Knowledge is often thought to satisfy requirements other than fativity, suh as

safety. It is not obvious how a probabilisti safety ondition should be formulated,

but any sensible formulation would be interpretable in the Kripke framework. This

is beause the onept of safety is naturally expresed in terms of a zone of nearby

possible worlds in whih the agent does not falsely believe the proposition in ques-

tion. Other onepts of interest in onnetion with knowledge have already been

studied within epistemi logi (see e.g. Bílková et al. [2015℄, Artemov [2008℄, van

Benthem and Pauit [2011℄ for some reent examples).

Given that probabilisti knowledge is a philosophial thesis and understanding

its nature and impliations is a primary goal, the reent line of researh spurred

by Stalnaker [2006℄ is espeially important. Stalnaker proposes new logis that

adequately distinguish knowledge from belief and re�et Williamson's arguments

about the nature of knowledge (though Stalnaker's logis retain positive introspe-

tion, whih Williamson denies). The progress made in this diretion would naturally
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be ombined with probabilisti Kripke semantis to get a more satisfying framework

from the perspetive of epistemology.

4.3. Conlusion. This paper has provided a probabilisti Kripke framework in

whih Mossean probabilisti knowledge an be represented, studied, and applied.

Solutions to various hallenges for probabilisti knowledge fall out of the frame-

work, and the framework itself inherits the many virtues (suh as intuitiveness and

usefulness) of Kripke frameworks generally. The new framework therefore makes

the probabilisti knowledge thesis more appealing. In turn, this strengthens the

ase for knowledge �rst epistemology by helping us to integrate unertainty into

the approah.
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